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ON THE BLOCK

Berkeley median home price hits all-time record
By Anna Marie Erwert on on September 28, 2015 3:00 AM
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With San Francisco homes selling at record prices in just days on the market and Oakland
named the hottest rental market in the nation, what’s happening in Berkeley? For

buyers, the news is not good.
Berkeley’s median home price (for singlefamily homes) hit $1.050 million at the end of
2015’s second quarter. And according to Red Oak Realty’s data as reported by
Berkeleyside, this is the “highest median price on record and the first time it sat above the
milliondollar mark.”
What does the median buy?
That median of course is overall: Different neighborhoods command different prices. But the
gallery above gives you a decent picture of the medianpriced home for Berkeley now.

Battle for Berkeley buyers
Like San Francisco buyers, Berkeley home buyers must be intrepid, patient and very well
qualified. On average, homes are selling 19.9% over asking — which is an alltime high —
and this on top of the record listing prices. The speed of the market too is breakneck —
homes are selling in an average of 16 days, which is an alltime low.
What’s next?
Shall Berkeley become even even more expensive? It seems poised to do so with the
generally low unemployment in the region, a plethora of wellpaid, growing job markets,

high demand for homes and low supply to meet it. And it’s still cheaper to live in Berkeley
than in some other parts of the Bay: Buyers “pay 122% more for a home in Palo Alto
($2.345 million median), 35% more in San Francisco ($1.425 million) and 28% more in Mill
Valley ($1.350 million).”
However, even Icarus fell from the sky. The stock market crash, a potential looming
government shutdown, the threat of higher interest rates … any of these could stop the
arrow marking Berkeley home prices from shooting up too far, too fast. A recent Business
Journal article highlights the debate over whether or not the “whitehot” Bay Area
market is cooling off. In the meantime, buyers who can’t stand the heat are probably best
staying out of the kitchen.
Anna Marie Erwert writes from both the renter and new buyer perspective, having
(finally) achieved both statuses. She focuses on national real estate trends, specializing in
the San Francisco Bay Area and Pacific Northwest. Follow Anna on Twitter:
@AnnaMarieErwert
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